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3 9 GHz Cryomodule Bellows3 9 GHz Cryomodule Bellows3.9 GHz Cryomodule Bellows3.9 GHz Cryomodule Bellows
Pipe Bellows

Concern that Concern that 
bellows may be bellows may be 
damaged by damaged by 
shock or shock or 
vibration during vibration during 
transportationtransportation
Two typesTwo types
3 of each type3 of each type3 of each type 3 of each type 
in  cryomodulein  cryomodule Intra-cavity Bellows 

(not shown)



On Site Road TestOn Site Road TestOn Site Road TestOn Site Road Test
Sl S d 40 MPH fSl S d 40 MPH fSlow Speed <=40 MPH of Slow Speed <=40 MPH of 
Fermilab SiteFermilab Site
Pi b ll i t t d ithPi b ll i t t d ithPipe bellows instrumented with Pipe bellows instrumented with 
Endevco 27A12 AccelerometerEndevco 27A12 Accelerometer

111gram1gram
10 g/Volt10 g/Volt
0 2Hz to 12 KHz0 2Hz to 12 KHz0.2Hz to 12 KHz0.2Hz to 12 KHz

Bellows switched to intraBellows switched to intra--cavity cavity 
bellows halfway through the testbellows halfway through the testbellows halfway through the testbellows halfway through the test

Limited by short notice and available Limited by short notice and available 
electronicselectronics



OnOn--Site Road Test Maximum Site Road Test Maximum 
AccelerationAcceleration

Pipe 

Maximum vertical Maximum vertical 
acceleration <1.5 g acceleration <1.5 g gg
for both bellowsfor both bellows

Cavity



On Site Road TestOn Site Road TestOn Site Road Test On Site Road Test 

Power Spectrum for Power Spectrum for 
both bellow shows both bellow shows 
resonance near 45 Hzresonance near 45 Hz
Two types of bellows Two types of bellows yy
are differentare different
Implies both beingImplies both beingImplies both being Implies both being 
driven by a common driven by a common 
sourcesourcesourcesource



Tap TestsTap TestsTap TestsTap Tests

Measure transient Measure transient 
response of response of pp
bellows to tapping bellows to tapping 
on the cryomoduleon the cryomoduleon the cryomoduleon the cryomodule
Prominent Prominent 
resonances at 74 resonances at 74 
Hz and 218 Hz Hz and 218 Hz 
not at 45 Hznot at 45 Hz



OffOff Site Road TestSite Road TestOffOff--Site Road TestSite Road Test
Flange near intraFlange near intra--
cavity bellowscavity bellowscavity bellows cavity bellows 
instrumented with instrumented with 
GS 14GS 14--L9 L9 

hhgeophonegeophone
Vibration Vibration 
spectrum of thespectrum of thespectrum of the spectrum of the 
pipe dominated by pipe dominated by 
narrow lownarrow low--
f lif lifrequency lines frequency lines 
correlated with correlated with 
speed of the truckspeed of the truckspeed of the truckspeed of the truck
Truck drive train is Truck drive train is 
most likely sourcemost likely source



Acceleration PSDAcceleration PSDAcceleration PSDAcceleration PSD

Acceleration Acceleration 
PSD PSD 
dominated by dominated by 
low frequencieslow frequencieslow frequencieslow frequencies



Longitudinal Damping RatioLongitudinal Damping RatioLongitudinal Damping RatioLongitudinal Damping Ratio

Cradle Cradle 
vibrates less vibrates less 
than the than the 
frameframeframeframe
Cavities Cavities 
vibrate more vibrate more 
than the than the 
cradlecradle



Transverse Damping RatioTransverse Damping RatioTransverse Damping RatioTransverse Damping Ratio

Similar Similar 
behavior in behavior in 
transverse transverse 
directiondirectiondirectiondirection



Correlation Between CavitiesCorrelation Between CavitiesCorrelation Between CavitiesCorrelation Between Cavities
L it di l dL it di l dLongitudinal and Longitudinal and 
transverse motion transverse motion 
of the cavities isof the cavities isof the cavities is of the cavities is 
highly correlatedhighly correlated
Vertical motion isVertical motion isVertical motion is Vertical motion is 
likely to be likely to be 
correlated in thecorrelated in thecorrelated in the correlated in the 
same way but not same way but not 
possible to verify possible to verify p yp y
using current data using current data 
setssets



SummarySummarySummarySummary
During onDuring on--site road tests site road tests gg

Maximum acceleration less than 1.5 gMaximum acceleration less than 1.5 g
Both bellows being driven by common source at 45 HzBoth bellows being driven by common source at 45 HzBoth bellows being driven by common source at 45 HzBoth bellows being driven by common source at 45 Hz

During both road tests, vibration was dominated During both road tests, vibration was dominated 
by low frequency speedby low frequency speed--dependent vibrationsdependent vibrationsby low frequency, speedby low frequency, speed dependent vibrations dependent vibrations 
from the truck drive trainfrom the truck drive train
Cradle effectively damps high frequencyCradle effectively damps high frequencyCradle effectively damps high frequency Cradle effectively damps high frequency 
vibrations from the bedvibrations from the bed
C iti ib t th th dlC iti ib t th th dlCavities vibrate more than the cradleCavities vibrate more than the cradle
Cavities vibrate coherentlyCavities vibrate coherently



ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions

The vibrations of the bellows are most likely part The vibrations of the bellows are most likely part 
of coherent vibrations of the entire coldof coherent vibrations of the entire cold--mass mass 
rather than differential motion of the bellows with rather than differential motion of the bellows with 
respect to the pipe or flangerespect to the pipe or flange
Damping the bellows is not likely to help by itselfDamping the bellows is not likely to help by itself
Lowering the resonant frequency of the dampingLowering the resonant frequency of the dampingLowering the resonant frequency of the damping Lowering the resonant frequency of the damping 
system to reduce the low frequency, speedsystem to reduce the low frequency, speed--
related vibration from the truck could helprelated vibration from the truck could helprelated vibration from the truck could helprelated vibration from the truck could help
Reducing the Q of the coldReducing the Q of the cold--mass could helpmass could help



Further WorkFurther WorkFurther WorkFurther Work

During next road test, instrument one pipe and During next road test, instrument one pipe and 
one flange next to the bellows with XYZ one flange next to the bellows with XYZ 
geophones to confirm that these components geophones to confirm that these components 
vibrate coherently with the cavities in all three vibrate coherently with the cavities in all three 
axesaxes
When the coldWhen the cold--mass is removed from the vessel, mass is removed from the vessel, 
measure the differential vibration of the bellows measure the differential vibration of the bellows 
in all three axes with respect to XYZ geophones in all three axes with respect to XYZ geophones 
on the pipe and the flange using tap testson the pipe and the flange using tap tests


